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and then some.To say I don’t think about my sports bra anymore is to say that I am
free to accomplish and go after anything I want. I am empowered to embrace
opportunity!” ~ Brandi Chastain, American retired soccer player, two-time FIFA
Women's World Cup champion, two-time Olympic gold-medalist, coach, and sports
broadcaster
Behind Frenemy Lines Amber Tichenor 2021-11-30 Females are the recipients of
rivalrous behaviors from other women, consistently. It’s what people frequently
call a “cat-fight,” or “women being dramatic” it isn’t pretty. It can be raw,
ugly, confusing, and very painful. Female rivalry is boundless. As a result, there
is a hunger for this topic, to better understand it, to curb the behavior, to dive
into the misconceptions and reality that it’s not just a cat-fight. It’s much more
than that. It’s a silent epidemic. Women who are recipients of this type of
behavior often don’t speak about their experience until it is behind them, or near
to being over. Silent in the fact that there is often awareness by others about
the behavior, but traditionally it’s not dealt with until after the fact, if ever.
Behind Frenemy Lines is a practical guide to help women find their peace, explore
how they trust, establish true connections and know they are not alone when they
are experiencing these types of behaviors. By sharing personal and relatable
stories, Behind Frenemy Lines addresses the raw ugliness of female rivalry head
on. It offers tips with structure to educate and help women connect with one
another about the seriousness of the phenomenon so that they can forge
relationships that help them be unstoppable, together.
Powering Up Anne Doyle 2011-01-26
The Oxford Handbook of Gossip and Reputation Francesca Giardini 2019 Gossip and
reputation are core processes in societies and have substantial consequences for
individuals, groups, communities, organizations, and markets.. Academic studies
have found that gossip and reputation have the power to enforce social norms,
facilitate cooperation, and act as a means of social control. The key mechanism
for the creation, maintenance, and destruction of reputations in everyday life is
gossip - evaluative talk about absent third parties. Reputation and gossip are
inseparably intertwined, but up until now have been mostly studied in isolation.
The Oxford Handbook of Gossip and Reputation fills this intellectual gap,
providing an integrated understanding of the foundations of gossip and reputation,
as well as outlining a potential framework for future research. Volume editors
Francesca Giardini and Rafael Wittek bring together a diverse group of researchers
to analyze gossip and reputation from different disciplines, social domains, and
levels of analysis. Being the first integrated and comprehensive collection of

On The Shoulders of Mighty Women Lesley Michaels 2022-07-26 Author Lesley Michaels
takes you on an exploration of life, womanhood, feminism, and the oftendisorienting effects of the three colliding as women struggle to hold up more than
just their half of the sky. Women represent all races, cultures, religious
affiliations, and sexual orientations. As they establish a new ethos of equality
and equity among themselves, each one in every community - from elders to our
current generation of children and those still to come - will be positively
impacted. It is our time to rise and be loud, be bold, to be unapologetic in our
demand for benevolent equality and equity in the lives of each person. It is our
time to reach back and lift one with us as we rise.w
Unleash the Girls Lisa Z. Lindahl 2019-09-10 "The sports bra was and is more than
a piece of sporting equipment, it has become a symbol and a vehicle for women and
girls to propel themselves forward without inhibition towards the future that they
are creating." —Brandi Chastain, American retired soccer player, two-time FIFA
Women's World Cup champion, two-time Olympic gold-medalist, coach, and sports
broadcaster "...an inspiring narrative about changing the world through fearless
innovation...Lindahl writes with self-awareness, wit and wisdom." —Publishers
Weekly, The BookLife Prize The 1970s saw women coming into their own, working hard
to create new roles at home and in sports, culture, politics, and business. It was
also the start of the “fitness revolution.” At this unique intersection of
feminism and athleticism, Lisa Lindahl’s game-changing entrepreneurial journey
began. She invented the first sports bra, the “Jogbra,” in 1977. It was the right
product at the right time, throwing Lisa into a high-stakes world of business and
power—a world for which she was not fully prepared. Unleash the Girls is the
improbable story of a young artist with a disability who used her powers of
creativity to solve a vexing problem and ended up leveling the playing field for
girls and women across the globe—literally, unleashing the girls. Her invention
would become a feminist icon and the company she founded would change an industry.
But amid the success, Lisa continued to search for meaning and the true nature of
power and beauty. This is the untold story of the invention of the sports bra and
how it changed the world for girls and women...and, along the way, changed Lisa,
too. “The sports bra was and is more than a piece of sporting equipment, it has
become a symbol and a vehicle for women and girls to propel themselves forward
without inhibition towards the future that they are creating. Prior to its
inception, the concept of women running, jumping, lifting, competing, basically
moving dynamically, caused reticence. Now, we run and move in every athletic space
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studies on both phenomena, each of the 25 chapters explores the current research
on the antecedents, processes, and outcomes of the gossip-reputation link in
contexts as diverse as online markets, non-industrial societies, organizations,
social networks, or schools. International in scope, the volume is organized into
seven sections devoted to the exploration of a different facet of gossip and
reputation. Contributions from eminent experts on gossip and reputation not only
help us better understand the complex interplay between two delicate social
mechanisms, but also sketch the contours of a long term research agenda by
pointing to new problems and newly emerging cross-disciplinary solutions.
The Joy of Living J. Dwight Pentecost 1996-06-01 Pentecost creates a devotional
study of Philippians that contains helpful study and review questions for personal
Bible study or sermon preparation.
Women Who Lead Janel Keating 2022-05-24 Get motivated by this collection of voices
from women in leadership and their allies. Janel Keating and Jasmine K. Kullar
gather a wide variety of educational leaders to focus on effective leadership
practices as they relate to women, the roadblocks and complications women face in
professional advancement, and strategies for lifting off the sticky floor and
breaking the glass ceiling. Aspiring educational leaders and current leaders
seeking professional growth will: Gain insight into the unique challenges faced by
women in education as well as strategies for overcoming them Focus on the
importance of mentoring and building up the next generation of female leaders
Obtain tools to better advocate and self-market for the next career move Receive
compassionate advice on implementing self-care strategies to avoid teacher burnout
Cultivate confidence in women’s leadership and advance successful schools
Contents: Foreword Introduction Chapter 1: Cultivating the Leadership of
Confidence Chapter 2: Facing Change Chapter 3: Leading With Compassion and Insight
Chapter 4: Looking out the Window and in the Mirror Chapter 5: Rising Through the
Ranks Chapter 6: Braving Difficult Conversations Chapter 7: Seeking Mentorship and
Sharing Your Expertise Chapter 8: Preparing for Promotion Chapter 9: Taking Care
of Yourself Chapter 10 Learning From Women Leaders
Love's Refraction Jillian Deri 2015 In Love's Refraction, Jillian Deri explores
the distinctive question of how and why polyamorists – people who practice
consensual non-monogamy – manage jealousy. Her focus is on the polyamorist concept
of “compersion” – taking pleasure in a lover's other romantic and sexual
encounters.
Why Smart Men Marry Smart Women Christine B. Whelan 2006-10-17 For years, it's
been "common knowledge" that once a woman hits thirty, her chances of finding a
husband diminish to the point of despair. That men are intimidated by a woman's
career success, preferring docile helpmates to ambitious achievers. That women are
biologically driven to seek a strong provider. That the higher a woman's IQ, the
less likely she is to marry, let alone have babies...leaving single, successful
women to ask themselves: Are men intimidated by smart women? In Why Smart Men
Marry Smart Women, Christine B. Whelan shatters the myth that high-achieving women
are at a disadvantage in the marriage market. There's good news for the millions
of American SWANS (Strong Women Achievers, No Spouse): that today's smart,
successful women marry at the same rates as all other women -- and that more
income and education may in fact increase a woman's chances of marriage. What's
more, as Dr. Whelan shows through newly released U.S. Census data, a large-scale
Harris Interactive survey commissioned especially for this book, plus extended
interviews conducted in cities nationwide, this profound demographic shift shows
every sign of progressing. That means that the "success penalty" that has endured
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for generations is, as soon as 2010, destined for the history books. Accomplished
daughters, sisters, and friends (not to mention their mothers) can finally stop
worrying that the twin pinnacles of personal and professional happiness are
inherently unattainable. In fact, smart men do marry SWANS. Ninety percent of
high-achieving men surveyed want a woman who is as intelligent or more intelligent
than they are. And two-thirds of men said they believed smart women make better
mothers. Pairing cutting-edge research with sound advice, Dr. Whelan brings to
mind what smart women everywhere have long known in their hearts: that the goal is
not just to get married, but to have a good marriage, and to lead a fulfilled
life.
Indirect and Direct Aggression Karin Osterman 2010 Indirect and Direct Aggression
consists of 24 chapters written by distinguished scholars within the field of
aggression research, covering indirect aggression, bullying in schools, adult
bullying, and societal and biological aspects of aggression. Indirect aggression
is the most typical form of aggression used by women in most cultures. It is an
aggressive strategy that is carried out by means of social manipulation that
enables the perpetrator to go unnoticed and thereby escape retaliation. Knowledge
about indirect aggression and its mechanisms is crucial for all anti-bullying
efforts, among children and adults alike. Although briefly covered in early
research on human aggression, the study of indirect aggression originates,
beginning from the mid-1980s, from a research group in Finland, lead by Professor
Kaj Björkqvist of Åbo Akademi University. The book can be used as a textbook at
university level.
Evolution's Empress Maryanne Fisher 2013-03-28 Effectively dismantling misguided
assumptions that women take on passive roles when it comes to survival and
reproduction, Evolution's Empress addresses women as active agents within the
evolutionary process.
IBSS: Sociology: 2007 Vol. 57 Compiled by Compiled by the British Library of
Political and Economic Science 2008-11-06 A classic of animation education since
it first published in 1981. For more than 25 years, copies of Timing for Animation
have been sitting dog-eared and spine-split on desks and workstations around the
world wherever animation is produced. All you need to breathe life into your
animation is at your fingertips. All the vital techniques employed by animators
worldwide are explained using dozens of clear illustrations and simple,
straightforward directions. Learn how animations should be arranged in relation to
each other, how much space should be used and how long each drawing should be
shown for maximum dramatic effect. Fully revised and updated, the second edition
includes timing for digital production, digital storyboarding in 2D, digital
storyboarding in 3D, the use of After Effects and much, much more! Timing shows
weight, mood, and power and can make or break an animation - get it right the
first time with these tried and tested techniques Get straight to the good stuff
with simple, no-nonsense instruction on the key techniques like stretch and
squash, animated cycles, overlapping, and anticipation
New York 2006-03
Women's Health 2006-06 Womens Health magazine speaks to every aspect of a woman's
life including health, fitness, nutrition, emotional well-being, sex and
relationships, beauty and style.
Influence Starts with “I” Jeanne Porter King 2019-03-05 Influence is power. What
does a woman need to lead well in today's competitive work environment? If you
think it's a coercive, "power over" style of leadership, think again. Influence
Starts with "I": A Woman's Guide for Unleashing the Power of Leading from Within
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and Effecting Change Around You outlines how to be a more effective leader by
tapping into the authentic "I" within you to cultivate "power with" others and
effect change around you. Influence skills are important ingredients to effective
leadership in today's complex organizations and institutions. In her latest title,
author and leadership coach Jeanne Porter King provides a guide for developing the
personal side of leadership. This guide helps you to -Identify your leadership
purpose -Develop an influence mindset -Use your power strategically -Negotiate
gender barriers -Build your support system, and more Reflective exercises and
questions allow you to readily apply what you've learned and build your plan for
growth. Every existing and emerging woman leader needs to carve out the space and
time to do the inner work on their leadership. Whether you work in a corporate
setting or a nonprofit organization, you have what it takes to lead from within
and influence positive change around you.
Girls and Sports Laura K. Egendorf 2012-05-11 This must-have book explores issues
related to girls and sports through a collection of personal accounts and factual
articles. Using a variety of sources, this book explores whether or not sports are
good for girls' health, and how girls are coached differently than boys. Readers
will evaluate the impact of Title IX, and the effect of sex segregation in boys
and girls sports. Essay sources include the American Association of Cheerleading
Coaches and Administrators, Women's Sports Foundation, Margaret C. Duncan, Michael
Sokolove, and Sarah Gibbard Cook.
New Books on Women and Feminism 2006
Owning Up Curriculum Rosalind Wiseman 2009 "Separate sessions for girls and for
boys combine group discussions, games, role-playing, and other activities to
engage students in understanding the complexities of adolescent social culture.
Students learn to recognize that they have a responsibility to treat themselves
and others with dignity and to speak out against social cruelty and injustice. A
CD of reproducible program forms and student handouts is included with the
curriculum."--From publisher description.
Perspectives on Gender and Work Eden B. King 2020-09-01 Few time periods in the
past five decades match the intensity of intergroup conflict that people around
the world are currently experiencing. Polarized attitudes around various
sociopolitical issues, such as gender equality and immigration, have dominated the
media and our lives. Furthermore, these powerful social dynamics have also
impacted the places where we work and intensified existing strains on workers and
workplaces. To address these issues and improve organizational climates, more
theories, research and collaborations to understand these phenomena are needed.
The volumes in this series will describe and instigate scholarship that advances
our understanding of diversity in organizations. In recognition of the centennial
anniversary of the ratification of the 19th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution,
which granted American women the right to vote and the subsequent struggle for
women of color to exercise it, this volume features the personal narratives of
recognized scholars in the field who have advanced understanding of gender at
work. In this way, we appreciate, and gain perspective on, the rewards and
challenges of this essential scholarship and the lives of those who engage in it.
The combination of these narratives is an exciting and meaningful exploration of
the study of gender and its intersection with other marginalized social identities
at work that authentically captures the experiences of scholars in the field and
inventively pushes our understanding of diversity in organizations.
Success Strategies From Women in STEM Peggy A. Pritchard 2015-06-11 Success
Strategies from Women in Stem: A Portable Mentor, Second Edition, is a
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comprehensive and accessible manual containing career advice, mentoring support,
and professional development strategies for female scientists in the STEM fields.
This updated text contains new and essential chapters on leadership and
negotiation, important coverage of career management, networking, social media,
communication skills, and more. The work is accompanied by a companion website
that contains annotated links, a list of print and electronic resources, selfdirected learning objects, frequently asked questions, and more. With an increased
focus on international relevance, this comprehensive text contains shared stories
and vignettes that will help women pursuing or involved in STEM careers develop
the necessary professional and personal skills to overcome obstacles to
advancement. Preserves the style and tone of the first edition by bringing
together mentors, trainees and early-career professionals in a series of
conversations about important topics related to careers in STEM fields, such as
leadership, time stress, negotiation, networking, social media and more Identifies
strategies that can improve career success along with stories that elucidate,
engage, and inspire Companion website provides authoritative information from
successful women engaged in STEM careers, including annotated links to key
organizations, associations, granting agencies, teaching support materials, and
more
Envy Cindi Katz 2006-12 Probing scholarly essays chart the transition of a seven
deadly sin from penis to the womb.
Mean Girls at Work: How to Stay Professional When Things Get Personal Katherine
Crowley 2012-10-09 One of the New York Post's Top 10 Career Books of 2012 DO YOU
WORK WITH A MEAN GIRL? A woman’s field guide to the new frontier of professional
development—working with other women Women-to-women relationships in the workplace
are . . . complicated. When they’re good, they’re great. But when they’re bad,
they can ruin your day, your week—even your year. Packed with proven advice from
two of today’s leading experts in workplace relationships, this one-of-a-kind
guide gives women the tools they need to navigate difficult situations unique to
women-to-women relationships—whether with a boss, a colleague, a client, or an
employee. Have you dealt with a woman in the workplace who: “Accidentally”
excludes you from important meetings? Seems intent on taking you down
professionally? Gossips about you with other coworkers? Makes you look bad by
missing deadlines? Forms a “pack” of mean girls to make your life miserable? Mean
Girls at Work isn’t just about surviving difficult situations. It’s about
transforming a toxic relationship into one that benefits and supports both of you.
This book is also for women who engage in mean behavior . . . but don’t know it.
After all, who hasn’t gossiped about a female coworker? Who hasn’t rolled her eyes
in the presence of a woman she doesn’t like? Who hasn’t scanned another woman head
to toe—which is just a nonverbal way of saying, “You’ve just been judged”? The
authors provide invaluable advice to the more subtle ways of being mean—even if
they’re not intended. With a workforce composed of a higher percentage of women
than ever, workplace dynamics have changed. Crowley and Elster cover every
conceivable scenario, providing critical advice on how to rise above the fray and
move forward professionally. Mean Girls at Work is your map to dodging the mines
and moving forward in today’s transformed workplace. Praise for Mean Girls at Work
“An invaluable suit of armor for surviving nine to five!” —Leil Lowndes,
bestselling author of How to Talk to Anyone “If you think the emotional cruelty of
comedies like Mean Girls and Heathers doesn’t exist in the real world workplace,
think again. In Mean Girls at Work, Katherine Crowley and Kathi Elster valuably
chronicle female vs. female predators and offer solid defensive strategies.” —Ann
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Kreamer, author of It’s Always Personal: Navigating Emotion in the New Workplace
“Whether you are in your twenties and just starting your professional career, your
midcareer forties, when you are supposed to have figured it out already, or a
woman in her fifties or sixties who’s seen it all—this book is a must-read. . . .
The authors have finally given women the tools and the sound advice necessary to
deal with . . . conflicts that keep us all from succeeding. . . . Carry this book
with you to work every day!” —Carolyn Cassin, President, Michigan Women’s
Foundation “A must-read for women of all ages in today’s workforce. This book
offers what we all need to develop the capacities to endure this ever-changing
workplace. We know it is all about relationships and you need the skills outlined
in this book to survive and thrive when the Mean Girls attack.” —Kim Harrington,
Coordinator, Professional Development and Training, Office of Human Resources,
California State University, Sacramento
Best Friends at the Bar Susan Smith Blakely 2009-11-17 Best Friends at the Bar:
What Women Need to Know about a Career in the Law addresses the realities of law
firm practice, especially in large firms, and gives pre-law students, law
students, and new attorneys a realistic view of the opportunities and challenges
most often encountered by women lawyers. Drawing on her many years of practicing
law and mentoring young lawyers and with the help of other women in all areas of
the legal profession, her "best friends at the bar", Susan Smith Blakely strives
to help young women entering the legal profession begin their careers with open
eyes and a more level playing field than women lawyers of past generations. This
concise paperback, which is written in a direct, personal tone that instantly
engages the reader Explores the experiences of the author and more than 60 private
and public sector attorneys, judges, law school career counselors, and law firm
managing partners who address a wide variety of issues as trustworthy mentors
Candidly speaks to the issues women face in law firm practice and provides
invaluable advice for planning enduring and satisfying careers in the law
Critically addresses business, cultural, and personal conditions and offers
strategies for dealing with them, including how to manage expectations in the
context of actual job conditions and the dynamics of personal/professional life
struggles Full of helpful advice from attorneys, judges, law school career
counselors, and law firm managing partners with wide and varied experiences, this
book will be an invaluable resource to any woman planning a career in the law.
The Wild Woman's Way Michaela Boehm 2021-11-09 "As pragmatic as it is
compassionate, this intimate, humorous, and ultimately relaxing invitation to rewild yourself, stripping away all that is not your true nature, will leave you
inspired and curious to discover the wild woman within" (Lissa Rankin, MD, New
York Times bestselling author of Mind Over Medicine). For the high-achieving
modern woman today, having a successful career, a fulfilling romantic
relationship, and a satisfying personal life can feel like opposing goals. It has
even become difficult to take the time to enjoy the simple pleasures in lives. We
are stuck in "go-mode," damaging our romantic relationships, pleasure, and
creativity. But what if there were a way to experience the simplest pleasures of
our lives on a deeper level, freeing the body and psyche from these destructive
patterns? Beyond our current stereotypes about femininity lies the ancient wisdom
of the Wild Woman archetype, a model of building a feminine "body intelligence."
By embodying this archetype and using tantra--not just in the bedroom, but also to
build intimate connections to our senses and physical movements--we can break
harmful psychological patterns. In The Wild Woman's Way, Michaela Boehm shares
practical rituals and exercises drawn from years of experience as a celebrity
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relationship and life counselor and an expert in tantric yoga. She reveals the
power of different types of touch, while also training you in forms of meditation
and stretching that increase activity and sensual pleasure.
The Passionate Prince David Balsley 2015-04-30 The Passionate Prince is a verseby-verse commentary on the Song of Solomon from a pastor’s perspective. It
explains the Song as a description of the developing relationship between King
Solomon and the Shulammite, a young Jewish maiden from the northern part of
Israel. It tells of their pre-marriage romance, of their marriage, and of some of
the challenges of their relationship following their wedding. It treats the book,
in a literal way, as a continuous account of the relationship between Solomon and
the Shulammite from pre-marriage days to post-marriage days. It assumes, by virtue
of the Biblical title of the book (“The song of songs which is Solomon’s”) that
Solomon’s relationship with the Shulammite was probably the most satisfying
marriage which Solomon experienced among the many marriages which were a part of
his life as the most wealthy of all of the kings of Israel.
Women's Health 2006-07 Womens Health magazine speaks to every aspect of a woman's
life including health, fitness, nutrition, emotional well-being, sex and
relationships, beauty and style.
So Much More Than Sexy Mark Atteberry 2009 Mark Atteberry is here to set the
record straight about what men really want. Men aren't just interested in outward
appearance.
Toxic Friends Susan Shapiro Barash 2009-10-13 A woman can always count on are her
friends—right? But what if those friendships are hurtful, harmful, even toxic?
Susan Shapiro Barash explores the ten types of female friends and shows you why
and how women get stuck with the worst kinds, the ways to get "unstuck, and how to
recognize a true friend." For example: • The Leader of the Pack—it's all on her
terms • The Doormat—and why you're the one paying the price • The Misery Lover—she
wants to feel your pain. Really. • The User—and why you seldom see her coming •
The Trophy Friend—and what you gain from each other Provocative and fascinating,
Susan Shapiro Barash looks at the bonds (and bondage) of female friendships in a
new light.
Transforming Your STEM Career Through Leadership and Innovation Pamela McCauley
Bush 2013 Transforming your STEM Career through Leadership and Innovation offers
valuable information on what it means to be a leader and innovator and encourages
you to discover and develop these skills for yourself. This book integrates
leadership and innovation principles with personal examples and profiles of
inspirational women. It is accompanied by a website that features women's
leadership success stories, as well as innovation resources and best practices.
This book is relevant for women in all stages of their careers and explains the
critical need for leadership and innovation right now. By providing a clear
process on how to build upon your personal strengths to realize leadership and
innovation goals, this book will inspire you to pick up the mantle and meet the
critical need for leadership and innovation in the STEM fields Examines researchbased leadership and innovation principles to make these critically important
characteristics both real and attainable Empowers you to build upon your own
strengths and successes to discover and develop leadership and innovation skills
Features a companion website that highlights women's leadership success stories,
innovation resources and best practices Provides a practical guide that educates,
encourages and equips you to pursue leadership and innovation opportunities
Includes a companion website that highlights women's leadership success stories,
innovation resources and best practices
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It's Not You, It's the Workplace Alton B. Harris 2019-09-05 Why is it that many
women believe that working with other women is harder than working with men? A
clue: it's not because women actually are harder to work with. After decades of
working to help women to succeed at work, Andie Kramer and Al Harris noticed the
same thing over and over again: Women's relationships with other women are causing
conflict in the workplace and this is hindering careers across the board. Their
research demonstrates that at the root of these clashes lie stereotypes, toxic
assumptions and societal expectations about how women should behave. Through
extensive research and hundreds of interviews, Andie and Al have identified the
most fraught scenarios of women working for, working with, supervising, and
collaborating with other women. It's Not You, It's the Workplace provides
practical, immediately usable techniques that will allow women to develop strong
networks that will foster their career success and organizations to structure
their policies and practices - unlocking the potential of women in team
situations. The companies that succeed in the future will be those where bias no
longer blocks women's career satisfaction or advancement to leadership.
Tripping the Prom Queen Susan Shapiro Barash 2007-04-01 Tripping the Prom Queen is
a groundbreaking investigation into the dark secret of female friendship: rivalry.
Susan Shapiro Barash has exploded the myth that women help one another, are
supportive of one another, and want each other to succeed. Based on interviews
with women across a broad social spectrum, she has discovered that the competition
between women is more vicious precisely because it is covert. She tells us: * Why
women can't and won't admit to rivalry. * How women are trained from an early age
to compete with one another. * In which areas women most heatedly compete. * How
rivalry is different among women than among men. * The differences between
competition, envy, and jealousy. * When competition is healthy and when it isn't.
* Why women find it irresistible to "trip the prom queen." * Useful strategies to
stop the competition and forge a new kind of relationship with other women.
Whether you've tripped the prom queen or been tripped yourself, you will discover
an engrossing exploration of this female phenomenon, as well as a beacon of hope
for better, more fulfilling relationships.
Unseduced and Unshaken Rosalie De Rosset 2012-08-01 You can’t afford to live
casually, haphazardly. No matter your age, you were born into a plethora of
expectations of what it means to be a woman. How easily we assume impoverished
views of womanhood as we hoist beauty and desirability above the more enduring
traits of self-possession and dignity. We tend to live as divided and distracted
selves, allowing our bodies and minds to drift to opposite poles while swapping
our pursuit of God for tamer, lesser loves. This collection of essays is more than
a call to modesty or chastity. It is a thoughtful provocation to speak well, read
often, make choices that reflect the character of God, and even to establish a
theology of play or leisure. Being intentional with your choices, cultivating your
intellect, and taking seriously your voice determines not only what kind of person
you are, but also what kind of woman you will be. “[Unseduced and Unshaken] raises
the bar for young Christian women...It’s a call for all Christian women to examine
their personal faith presuppositions, deliberately choose a life of Biblical
‘dignity,’ and to not be frightened to allow ‘theology to inform our choices.’”
Just Between Us, Summer 2013 issue
Little White Lies, Deep Dark Secrets Susan Shapiro Barash 2009-01-06 From the
bestselling author of Tripping the Prom Queen comes a fascinating and provocative
look at the reasons behind female deception. Little White Lies, Deep Dark Secrets
reveals how society doles out mixed messages to women, fostering the lies they
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tell. Among the liars are: •A woman who shoplifts, and has it "down to a science"
•A woman who tells her husband she is working late in order to be with her lover
•A woman who lies about her children's achievements to her friends •A woman who
pretends her husband is doing well when they are going broke •A woman who has
covered up her husband's emotional abuse for years •A woman whose secret is her
misery in being a stay-at-home mom in suburbia •A woman who lies about loving her
partner, deciding it's better to stay than be alone •And many other secrets and
deceptions Honest and even outrageous, Susan Shapiro Barash is fast becoming the
author who explores issues that are important to women—issues that they are loath
to talk about . . . until now.
Memoirs of an Ex-Prom Queen Alix Kates Shulman 2019-06-06 OVER A MILLION COPIES
SOLD The cult classic that defined a generation - first UK publication in 47 years
'An extraordinary novel ... women will like it and men should read it for the good
of their immortal souls' Los Angeles Times Sasha Davis has everything a girl in
1950s suburbia could want: beauty, intelligence and an all-star sports captain
boyfriend. All she needs to succeed is to keep her skin clear and her intelligence
hidden under her Prom Queen tiara. But when she drops out of college to marry,
Sasha soon realises her life has become a fearful countdown to her thirtieth
birthday - the year when her beauty will have faded, and life as she knows it will
end. As Sasha rebels against her fate, she finds herself experiencing an
intellectual and sexual awakening that might be her only chance of outrunning the
aging process. First published in 1972, Alix Kates Shulman's landmark novel
follows Sasha's coming of age through the sexual double standards, job
discrimination and harassment of the 1950s and 60s. Five decades later, it remains
a funny and heartbreaking story of a young woman in a man's world.
The Philosophy of Envy Sara Protasi 2021-07-15 Envy is almost universally
condemned. But is its reputation warranted? Sara Protasi argues envy is
multifaceted and sometimes even virtuous.
Leading Women Who Wound Sue Edwards 2009-02-01 As more churches add women's
ministry programs, there is a growing need to address the issues that naturally
arise as women minister alongside one another and to one another. Given the fallen
nature of the human heart as well as the complexities of personalities, conflict
is an inevitable aspect of ministry. How do women deal with emotions when other
women are insensitive, manipulative, or just plain mean? What does the Bible tell
us? To be equpped for conflict, women must understand and master strategies
specifically related to conflict with other women. Leading Women Who Wound shows
women how to effectively deal with conflict within their ministries. Seasoned
women's ministry leaders themselves, Sue Edwards and Kelley Mathews walk through
several different aspects of conflict resolution including self examination,
identification of potential sources of conflict, tools for conflict resolution,
and insight on how to prevent and move beyond conflict to minister to those who
have been sources of contention. Recognizing that not all conflict results in a
happy ending, Leading Women Who Wound gives the tools necessary to minister
effectively and move forward with integrity.
The Sexual Paradox Susan Pinker 2009-08-18 Now available in paperback from
psychologist and award- winningcolumnistSusanPinker, the groundbreaking and
contro- versial book that is “lively, well- written...important and timely” (The
Washington Post). In this “ringing salvo in the sex-difference wars” (The New York
Times Book Review), Pinker examines how fundamental sex differences play out over
the life span. By comparing fragile boys who succeed later in life with highachieving women who opt out or plateau in their careers, Pinker turns several
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assumptions upside down: that women and men are biologically equivalent, that
intelligence is all it takes to succeed, and that women are just versions of men,
with identical interests and goals. In lively prose, Pinker guides readers through
the latest findings in neuro- science and economics while addressing these
questions: Are males the more fragile sex? Which sex is the happiest at work? Why
do some male college dropouts earn more than the bright girls who sat beside them
in third grade? The answers to these questions are the opposite of what we expect.
A provocative and illuminating examination of how and why learning and behavioral
gaps in the nursery are reversed in the boardroom, this fascinat- ing book reveals
how sex differ- ences influence career choices and ambition. Through the stories
of real men and women, science, and examples from popular culture, Susan Pinker
takes a new look at the differences between women and men.
What a Girl Wants? Diane Negra 2009-06-02 From domestic goddess to desperate
housewife, What a Girl Wants? explores the importance and centrality of
postfeminism in contemporary popular culture. Focusing on a diverse range of media
forms, including film, TV, advertising and journalism, Diane Negra holds up a
mirror to the contemporary female subject who finds herself centralized in
commodity culture to a largely unprecedented degree at a time when Hollywood
romantic comedies, chick-lit, and female-centred primetime TV dramas all compete
for her attention and spending power. The models and anti-role models analyzed in
the book include the chick flick heroines of princess films, makeover movies and
time travel dramas, celebrity brides and bravura mothers, ‘Runaway Bride’
sensation Jennifer Wilbanks, the sex workers, flight attendants and nannies who
maintain such a high profile in postfeminist popular culture, the authors of
postfeminist panic literature on dating, marriage and motherhood and the domestic
gurus who propound luxury lifestyling as a showcase for the ‘achieved’ female
self.
Marry Smart Christine B. Whelan 2008-12-30 Challenging perceptions that smart
women are at a disadvantage when looking to marry, a guide for single
intellectuals shares step-by-step instructions and practical advice on how to find
a satisfying, long-term partner. Original. 30,000 first printing.
The Oxford Handbook of Women and Competition Maryanne L. Fisher 2017 Introduction
/ Maryanne L. Fisher -- Theory and overview -- Competition throughout women's
lives / Bobbi Low -- Sexual competition among women : a review of the theory and
supporting evidence / Steven Arnocky & Tracy Vaillancourt -- Female intrasexual
competition in primates : why human's aren't as progressive as we think / Nicole
Scott -- Social status and aggression -- Feminist and evolutionary perspectives of
female-female competition, status seeking, and social network formation / Laurette
T. Liesen -- Adolescent peer aggression and female reproductive competition /
Andrew C. Gallup -- Cooperation drives competition among Tsimane women in the
Bolivian Amazon / Stacey L. Rucas -- Competition between female friends /
Chenthila Nagamuthu & Elizabeth Page-Gould -- The element of surprise: women of
the dark triad / P. Lynne Honey -- Communication and gossip -- Competitive
communication among women : the pretty prevail by means of indirect aggression /
Grace Anderson -- Gossip and competition among women : how "the gossip" became a
woman and how "gossip" became her weapon of choice / Francis T. McAndrew -Women's talk? : exploring the relationship between gossip, sex, mate competition,

tripping-the-prom-queen-truth-about-women-and-rivalry-susan-shapiro-barash

and mate poaching / Katelin Sutton & Megan J. Oaten -- Informational warfare :
coalitional gossiping as a strategy for within-group aggression / Nicole H. Hess - Mate availability and mating relationships -- Do women compete for mates when
men are scarce? : sex ratio imbalances and women's mate competition crossculturally / Emily Stone -- Operational sex ratio and female competition :
scarcity breeds intensity / Haley M. Dillon, Lora E. Adair, & Gary L. Brase -- The
influence of women's mate value on intrasexual competition / Maryanne L. Fisher &
Ana María Fernández -- Single and partnered women : competing to obtain and retain
high quality men / Gayle Brewer -- I'll have who she's having : mate copying, mate
poaching and mate retention / Lora E. Adair, Haley M. Dillon, & Gary L. Brase -Intrasexual mate competition and breakups : who really wins? / Craig Morris,
Melanie L. Beaussart, Chris Reiber, & Linda S. Krajewski -- Endocrinology and
psychobiological considerations -- Psychobiological responses to competition in
women / Raquel Costa, Miguel A. Serrano, & Alicia Salvador -- The endocrinology of
female competition / Kelly Cobey, & Amanda Hahn -- The effect of fertility on
women's intrasexual competition / Lambrianos Nikiforidis, Ashley Rae Arsena, &
Kristina M. Durante -- Health and aging -- Social aggression, sleep and wellbeing
among Sidama women of rural southwestern Ethiopia / Alissa A. Miller & Stacey L.
Rucas -- Is female competition at the heart of reproductive suppression and eating
disorders? / Catherine Salmon -- Moderation of female-female competition for
matings by competitors' age and parity / Melanie MacEacheron & Lorne Campbell -Motherhood and family -- Competitive motherhood from a comparative perspective /
Katherine A. Valentine, Norman P. Li, & Jose C. Yong -- Cooperative and
competitive mothering : from bonding to rivalry in the service of childrearing /
Rosemarie I. Sokol-Chang, Rebecca L. Burch & Maryanne L. Fisher -- Conflicting
tastes : conflict between female family members in choice of romantic partners /
Leif Edward Ottesen Kennair & Robert Biegler -- Darwinian perspectives on women's
progenicide / Alita J. Cousins & Theresa Porter -- Physical appearance -- The
causes and consequences of women's competitive beautification / Danielle J.
DelPriore, Marjorie L. Prokosch, & Sarah E. Hill -- Ravishing rivals : female
intrasexual competition and cosmetic surgery / Shelli L. Dubbs, Ashleigh J. Kelly,
& Fiona Kate Barlow -- Intrasexual competition among beauty pageant contestants /
Rebecca Shaiber, Laura Johnsen & Glenn Geher -- Fashion as a set of signals in
female intrasexual competition / Laura Johnsen & Glenn Geher -- Competition in
virtual contexts -- Female virtual intrasexual competition and its consequences /
Jose C. Yong, Norman P. Li, Katherine A. Valentine, & April R. Smith -- Facebook
frenemies and selfie-promotion : women and competition in the digital age / Amanda
E. Guitar & Rachael A. Carmen -- Women's use of computer games to practice
intrasexual competition / Tami M. Meredith -- Competition in applied settings -The buzz on the queen bee and other characterizations of women's intrasexual
competition at work / Lucie Kocum, Delphine S. Courvoisier, & Saundra Vernon -Food as a means for female power struggles / Charlotte J. S. De Backer, Liselot
Hudders, & Maryanne L. Fisher -- Evolution of artistic and aesthetic propensities
through female competitive ornamentation / Marco A. C. Varella, Jaroslava Varella
Valentová, & Ana María Fernández -- "Playing like a girl" : women in competition
in sport and physical activity / Hayley Russell, Julia Dutove, & Lori Dithurbide - Conclusion -- Conclusion / Gregory Carter & Maryanne L. Fisher
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